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ALTO Aviation introduces new Audio / Video
System Solutions with Innovative Advantage AVDS
Sterling, MA. August 25, 2015.
ALTO Aviation is pleased to announce the expansion of its line of premium cabin
entertainment systems, adding new fully integrated high-end custom audio / video
solutions for Business Aviation.
ALTO Aviation has entered into an agreement with Innovative Advantage to use its
AVDS nodes as an integral part of the ALTO audio/video solution. The AVDS is the
most advanced highest performing video distribution system in the market. The AVDS
supports video switching to multiple monitors in either Standard Definition or High
Definition modes.
This solution provides the Business Aviation retrofit customers with the most
advanced, cost-efficient cabin entertainment upgrade option. The result is a highquality, full turnkey stand-alone IFE system specifically configured and designed to
meet the highest audio / video expectations of each cabin.
ALTO Aviation designs each node specific to the aircraft system requirements and
will provide each cabin with the appropriate configuration. The new ALTO Aviation
integrated audio / video system combines ALTO Aviation superior audio
components with Innovative Advantage’s revolutionary AVDS. This solution offers an
integrated audio / video control compatible with an industry monitor provider, ideal
for single and multiple HD monitor upgrades. A cover bezel is available for the DECU
replacement. This allows for new plating or accommodating a new flush mounted
panel.
ALTO Aviation recently expanded its keypad offerings to add video selection to its list
of functionality; this allows the passengers to select video to any desired monitor,
whether it is a local personal monitor or bulkhead monitor. Two basic keypad styles
are available, proud or flush mount. These keypads interface directly with the AVDS
node and ALTO amplifiers to provide sequential video and audio control to the
cabin audio system and monitors.

With the addition of the AVDS node and an onboard wireless Wi‐Fi router, the
audio and video system may be controlled by a personal device whether it is
Apple or Android based. This flexibility allows passengers to use their personal
device for A/V control.
“By far, the Innovative Advantage AVDS is the most comprehensive and
advanced high-definition video solution in the market. Its ease of
configuration and integration makes it an easy choice as our preferred
method of video switching. We are thrilled to partner with Innovative
Advantage to integrate our video button keypads and audio systems into
one seamless package.” Kevin Hayes, VP of Sales and Marketing said.
About ALTO Aviation
ALTO Aviation is the premier supplier of high-end audio and entertainment
systems for business aviation, offered as standard equipment on Gulfstream
G650, G450/550 Elite Series, G280, Falcon F7X, F900, F2000, Embraer Lineage,
Legacy 650, 600, 500, 450, Cessna Citation X, Sovereign, Latitude, and
Sikorsky S-92, and S-70. ALTO Aviation is the preferred choice for after-market
and retrofit installations for all business aircraft, small to large. All of our
systems hold TSO certification.
Every ALTO audio system is custom designed and acoustically contoured
specifically for each cabin installation. ALTO amplifiers and loudspeakers are
expertly engineered to provide the highest level of sound performance at
40,000 feet, using the latest in digital technology. As a result, every passenger
in the cabin gets transported into a powerful audio experience that rivals the
best home and theater systems.
Everyone at ALTO is passionate about state-of-the-art sound, and our
company is fully committed to providing each client with outstanding
customer service and 24/7 support. ALTO Aviation corporate headquarters
are located in Sterling, MA. The Engineering and R&D offices are located in
Jupiter, FL. ALTO has Sales representation in Little Rock, AR, and Engineering
Support for Europe in Stuttgart, Germany. All of our systems are proudly
designed, engineered, and manufactured in the US, and distributed
worldwide.
If you would like more information or would like to schedule an interview with
one of our ALTO Aviation executives, please contact Cristina Scarlata at
978.466.5992 / cscarlata@altoaviation.com
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